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India And Its Climate Change
By Dr. Akhilesh Kumar Pandey
Associate Professor, UWSL
Disturbing increment of the normal temperature of the Earth
surface and seas has uncovered human populace's effect on
environmental change. An expansion in worldwide
temperature has fundamentally affected on water assets,
nourishment security, beach front areas, organic environment
and human wellbeing. Atmosphere variances expanded the
recurrence and power of extraordinary climate wonder, for
example, serious tempests, ﬂoods and dry seasons. Climate and
territorial temperature changes made mischief farming area
and biological systems, spread malady and unsalvageable
harmed wellbeing and nourishment security in numerous
districts all through the world. Expectations additionally
estimate irreversible
icecap softening, the
ocean level rising and
mass ﬂooding of
beach front locales
uprooting bits of the
human populace. The
situation of India and
the consequence of
environmental change
are more awful in the
nation. On 31st
October 2019 the
capital city of the
nation, the report by
the
atmosphere
Impact lab in a joint
effort with the Tata Center for Development at Chicago
evaluates that by Year 2100; around 1.5 million additional
individuals could pass on in India every year because of
environmental change. Heat Waves recurrence and power are
expanding in India as a result of environmental change.

Because of the environmental change it is normal that it will
prompt significant medical issues in the nation. A couple of urban
communities in India have encountered inconspicuous change in
atmosphere throughout the decades. Regardless of whether we
fault in on man-made things or the expansion in populace, the
truth of the matter is that the expansion in earth's temperature
implies that more individuals can't live in it, a case not by and large
upheld by other people who anticipate a grim future for the earth
if this pattern of hotter atmosphere goes on unchecked.
The climate in India contrasted with earlier years is dry causing
extreme warmth wave the nation over. As per the India
Meteorological Department (IMD) heat conditions were common
in numerous pieces of
the nation. In spite of
the fact that India has
focused
on
solid
atmosphere
activities
and is quickly expanding
its
perfect
power
generation ability, down
to earth proof proposes
time is running out for
the nation. Earlier year,
the IPCC unique report
has cautioned that if
fundamental and dire
advances are not taken
by the world inside the
up and coming ten to
twelve years, there will be calamitous results of an unnatural
weather change. Significant medical problems are reflected in India
because of the environmental change. Also while a few pieces of
the nation desire for rainstorm rains, some are overwhelmed by
flooding waterways.

The vast majority of the pieces of the nation are deﬁcient
with regards to drinking water as the territories have turned
dry. The province of Assam saw overwhelming
precipitation which brought about inﬂuencing a large
number of individuals. 63000 individuals almost have been
inﬂuenced because of dengue. While one state is
confronting ﬂood though the urban communities of
Hyderabad comes up short on water. Dry spell is being
looked by Nagpur and the ranchers are enduring. The
emergency of water in urban communities like Bangalore
and Chennai involves grave concern and all these are
because of the environmental change and its impact.

This is a characteristic component of our condition that
keeps the planet's surface at an agreeable normal
temperature of 15 degree centigrade. The common
procedure of carbon dioxide, water fume, methane, nitrous
oxide, ozone depleting substances which structure a cover
of gases and which doesn't permit the radiation once again
into space is the primary impact. Clearly the strength of the
primary impact decides if the earth is livable or not inside a
fair temperature go. Indeed, even lithosphere isn't saved
from the impacts of a worldwide temperature alteration.
Truth be told, all segments of the earth are inﬂuenced
because of the worldwide temperature alteration. The issue
is man-made activities inﬂuencing the procedure of a
worldwide temperature alteration.

Does Your Financial Advisor
Have Fiduciary Responsibility?
By Nityanand Jha
Assistant Professor of Management, UWSL

Financial advisors should ideally have got fiduciary responsibility
to their clients. What does it mean and its implications for people
dealing with financial advisors?
Fiduciary means having trust, and dealing honestly without any
conflict of interest. India has few million financial advisors
(Insurance agents, mutual fund agents, Bank employees, financial
planners etc). But how many of them have fiduciary
responsibility. Life insurance agents are one of the largest
category with more than 2 million financial advisors. Life
insurance agents and Bank employees are the initial financial
advisors dealing with people. Unfortunately, most of them do
not have fiduciary responsibility and mostly sell products suiting
their organization rather than the client.

In many cases clients do not even realise that the financial
products they have purchased are not good for them due to
their low financial literacy and weak regulations governing the
financial advisors.
It is only after SEBI (Investment Advisers) Regulations, 2013
came into force that Investment advisors need to have
fiduciary responsibility and they would be accountable for the
financial advice. Investment advisors and Certified Financial
Planners have rejoiced at the new regulations as it gives them
credibility and helps them to deal with clients as a financial
doctor. Life insurance agents, Mutual fund agents cannot now
call themselves Financial Planners or Investment advisors
unless they are registered with SEBI. If they are registered than
they should have fiduciary responsibility if they are providing
financial advice.

‘European Law and Philosophy:
Issues and Perspectives’
A Four Day Certiﬁcate Course

International Electoral Observer in many countries, recently in
2018, during the presidential and parliamentary in Mexico;
Special Lecturer at the Yearly Course on Constitutional Justice
for Latin American Practitioners in law, organized by the
Spanish University of Castilla-La Mancia in Toledo.
The course is exclusively offered to first three year batches of
B.B.A. LL.B. (Hons.) of Unitedworld School of Law. It deals
with the comparative analysis of European and Indian Laws
and the philosophical development of the laws.
Dr. Malay Patel, Course Convener opines that in this era of
globalization it is indeed needed for the law students to
understand intricacies of European laws and to further
enhance the knowledge of law.
Unitedworld School of Law recently initiated, through the
Centre for Law and Philosophy, a four day certificate course on
‘European Law and Philosophy: Issues and Perspectives’. The
Course was taken by Prof. (Dr.) Krystian Antoni Complak, full
Professor of Constitutional Law in Poland. Professor Complak is
currently teaching in universities on four continents.
Holder of the postdoctoral degree, having the Habilitation status;
Professor Emeritus at the Faculty of Law, Administration and
Economics in the Wroclaw University (Poland); Honorary
Professor of the San Martin de Porres University in Lima (Peru)
and of the CENHIES in Pachuca (Mexico); Author of about
two hundred scholarly publications, from which more than a half
appeared in foreign languages; Member of numerous scientific
societies and editorial boards (councils);

UWSL Student Takes Part
In Modeling Contest

Mr. Siddhantsinh Jadeja, a student of batch 2016-2021 of
Unitedworld School of Law has successfully participated in a
modeling pageant – Mr. & Ms. Gujarat 2019 organised by Central
Mall and Himalaya Brand. There were almost 3000 online entries
received from all over Gujarat. All the participants were tested by
accomplishment of different talent based tasks including
Photo-shoot round; Ramp walk and Question answer round etc.
Mr. Siddhantsinh won the titles of Mr. Vadodara 1st Runner Up
and Mr. Gujarat 1st Runner Up in this event. UWSL appreciates
the efforts of the student and extends heartiest congratulations.
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